Media Release

QELi picked for Queensland state school review program

QELi (Queensland Education Leadership Institute) is proud to partner with Queensland’s Department of Education and Training (DET) to support the delivery of a new state school review program.

A team of 11 QELi school reviewers have been carefully selected and will work together with a wider group of internal and external school assessors assembled by the Department.

From early in Term 2, review teams will start the process of assessing each of the state’s 1233 state schools. Each review team will include one external reviewer, such as one of QELi school reviewers.

Dr Stephen Brown, CEO, QELi, says, “We are excited to embark on this new phase of improved educational standards, in partnership with the Department of Education and Training.”

The new school review process replaces the teaching and learning audits. School reviews will now be tailored to the circumstances and context of schools, and will match schools’ needs with reviewer’s skills, in order to provide a more responsive level of support to individual schools.

“QELi has a strong background helping school leaders and communities achieve outstanding educational outcomes, as well as an exceptional team of school reviewers who are educational experts in their own right.

“We are confident we’ll be able to share our wealth of experience and knowledge with schools through the school review process and, where it is appropriate, we also have the skills to continue to support schools and regional teams to implement intervention and improvement strategies that will improve student and school outcomes,” Dr Brown adds.

Final reports of school reviews will be shared with parents and the community via the school website.
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QELi picked for Queensland state school review program

QELi’s (Queensland Education Leadership Institute) team of 11 select education leaders are proud to partner with Queensland’s Department of Education and Training (DET) to support the delivery of the new state school review program.

QELi’s strong background in supporting schools and school leaders to achieve exceptional educational practices and outcomes, plus our strong network of educational experts, means we can match our skills to schools’ needs and provide them with valuable insights and recommendations to help each school communities’ development.

Our team of carefully selected school reviewers will work together with a wider group of internal and external school assessors assembled by the Department.